
Madam's 4631 

   

Chapter 4631: Qiao Nian, I want you to swear 

  Shadow quickly crawled to her side in three steps and two steps, grabbed her hand, and whispered 

in her ear: "Empress, what do you want to do?" 

 

   "Empress, don't worry." 

 

   "Joe..." Nie Qingru opened her mouth hard, uttering vague words. 

 

  Shadow recognized through the shape of her mouth and weak voice that she wanted to find Qiao 

Nian, so she quickly wiped away her tears and turned back to call the girl. 

 

   "Miss Qiao, the Empress wants to talk to you." 

 

   Qiao Nian pulled down his peaked cap, paused and walked over, standing half a step away from Nie 

Qingru. 

 

  Nie Qingru seemed to sense her approaching, so she turned her head this way with great effort, and 

a pair of wide-open eyes showed the figure of the girl. 

 

  She seemed to be more excited, struggling to wave her hands again to get up, the blood flow in her 

chest was faster. 

 

  Shadow couldn't stand it, grabbed her hand, and tried to talk to her. 

 

   "Empress, just say what you want, don't get excited." 

 

   "Gululu." 

 



  Nie Qingru's throat rolled, only making a series of bubbly sounds. 

 

   Qiao Nian didn't approach, just stood there, watching her struggling and suffering there, without 

any intention of reaching out her hand. 

 

  Nie Qingru seemed to give up the struggle, and suddenly became quiet, her eyes rolled hard, 

proving that she was still alive. 

 

  The two briefly looked at each other for a few seconds. 

 

  Nie Qingru's ashen face seemed to turn rosy, and she became a little more energetic. She blinked 

her eyes, and her facial expression regained some vitality. 

 

   "You, Xicheng..." 

 

  She can make a sound from her throat, but she speaks at a slower speed and the sound is weaker. It 

takes someone to listen carefully to hear what she is saying clearly. 

 

   "West City..." 

 

   "West City, he..." 

 

"put." 

 

  The girl bent her legs, and took the conversation with a sloppy look: "You want to ask me where 

Zhai Xicheng is?" 

 

  Nie Qingru's eyes lit up, and she nodded. 

 

  Qiao Nian raised the corners of his mouth: "He ran away." 



 

  Nie Qingru froze for a moment, relieved. 

 

   Then she tried to open her mouth and said, "Okay, that's good." 

 

  Qiao Nian's dark eyes were neither sad nor happy, she just looked at her quietly, and asked: "He 

didn't even look at you before he ran, do you think it's okay?" 

 

  Nie Qingru seemed to dislike her quite a bit, and raised her eyebrows slightly. Those shrewd eyes 

had changed from once invincible to now gray, and she never really took Qiao Nian into them. 

 

  She grabbed Shadow's hand, squeezed it hard to accumulate strength, and said with a grim face: 

"You, let go, let Xicheng go. Promise me that you won't catch him again." 

 

  Shadow saw blood pouring out of the place where she was shot in the chest, and saw her gradually 

becoming more and more energetic, and felt extremely heartbroken. 

 

  A heart is like soaking in boiling water. 

 

   That painful feeling. 

 

   He could not help but speak: "Queen, stop talking and take a good rest. I, I will take you to the 

hospital." 

 

   "No." Nie Qingru probably knew that his time was approaching, so he firmly grabbed the shadow's 

hand, staring at Qiao Nian with wide and angry eyes. 

 

   "You swear to me, swear, swear poisonously. In this life, in this life, you will not harm Xicheng, 

Xicheng and the people of the Nie family..." 

 

   "I'm going, I'm going to die." 



 

   "You swear, Joe, Qiao Nian!" 

 

   "Queen, please stop talking." 

 

  Shadow panicked. 

 

  He could feel Nie Qingru's loss of life speeding up. 

 

  He followed each other all his life, unchanged for decades. 

 

  If Nie Qingru dies, he doesn't know the meaning of continuing to live in the world.  

Chapter 4632: Sister Nian: Why did she walk so peacefully? 

  Thinking of this, Yingying couldn't help but turn around and emphasize his tone: "Miss Qiao, can you 

just follow her? She, she is your grandmother after all." 

 

   "For the sake of the eldest lady, you should treat her as an ordinary old man and satisfy her before 

she dies." 

 

  Old Xue and the others were also watching Qiao Nian's reaction. 

 

  Although everyone did not speak. 

 

  But everyone thought that what Shadow said was all right. 

 

  No matter what Nie Qingru has done, now that she is dying and she is an elder, no matter what kind 

of grievances cannot be written off, what cannot be forgiven. 

 

  People are dying. 

 



  As long as Nie Qingru's request is not too excessive, there is nothing that cannot be agreed. 

 

  Although Mr. Xue felt that Nie Qingru's request was actually a little too much and asked Qiao Nian 

to swear a poisonous oath, but thinking that Nie Qingru was at the end of his battle, he also thought 

that Qiao Nian would agree. 

 

  Nie Qingru saw that the girl didn't follow her request for a long time, her face became more and 

more ferocious, and she tried to stand up while clutching Shadow's hand. 

 

   "You, you swear poisonously." 

 

   "Qiao Nian, you must, you must swear, otherwise I won't believe you." 

 

   "You swear, let go, let Xicheng go." 

 

  Shadow is also urging: "Miss Qiao, please. Hurry up, the queen will not be able to hold on." 

 

  The girl finally moved after a sound of urging, pulled up the front collar zipper of the sweater, and 

hid half of her face in the turned up collar, unruly. 

 

  No one could clearly see the expression on her face, only heard that her tone did not change 

significantly. 

 

   "Zhai Xicheng must die." 

 

   "Huhu~" Nie Qingru panted heavily, as if she couldn't breathe suddenly, her chest heaved violently. 

 

  Her old blue face suddenly turned red, as if she was extremely angry, her eyes were full of hatred, 

disgust and hatred. 

 

   "I, even if I'm a ghost, I won't let you go!" 



 

  Qiao Nian nodded, her black eyes were emotionless: "I'll wait for you." 

 

  Nie Qingru was probably extremely angry, panting violently again, and even let go of the hand that 

was holding the shadow, and grabbed the girl. 

 

   "Joe, Qiao Nian!" 

 

Seeing her like this, Shadow hurriedly held her hand, and anxiously said in the direction of the girl: "Miss 

Qiao, I know you have no feelings for the Queen. But she is about to die, so you can't lie to her Well, at 

least let her go peacefully." 

 

   "Oh." Qiao Nian suddenly smiled, as if mocking his words, and their behavior at the moment. 

 

  She pulled up her peaked cap, revealing that delicate face. She was indeed not emotional, but 

Shadow and the others could see the flames of the prairie fire in those eyes. 

 

  Qiao Nian only asked him a question back. 

 

   "Why did she walk peacefully?" 

 

   "When Ji Qing died, did you guys let her go peacefully?" 

 

  Qiao Nian didn't look emotional, but there was an undeniable oppressive feeling all over her body, 

making it hard for everyone present to lift their heads. 

 

   "Ji Qing can't get peace, why should she want peace?" 

 

  Everyone can't answer. 

 



  It doesn’t matter if it’s the shadow or Mr. Xue. 

 

  Their set of principles became so pale and powerless under the girl's rhetorical questions, without 

any convincing force, and they couldn't even open their mouths. 

 

  Qiao Nian didn't want to persuade them either. 

 

Her eyes were unrestrained, her expression cold and arrogant, she looked at the painful and angry Nie 

Qingru, and said lightly: "You don't have to threaten me with being a ghost. With what you have done in 

this life, if you really go down, first think about how to get along with those people below. Let me 

explain."  

Chapter 4633: Don’t worry, I will send Zhai Xicheng to see you 

  Nie Qingru is not afraid to go down to see Ji Qing. 

 

   also thought he would be afraid of her turning into a ghost. 

 

   How ridiculous. 

 

  Qiao Nian doesn't believe in ghosts and gods at all. 

 

  If there were ghosts and gods in the world, Nie Qingru would not be alive today. 

 

   "But don't worry, when I find Zhai Xicheng, I will send him down to meet you." Qiao Nian put his 

hands in his pockets, and said coldly, "I won't let you go alone." 

 

   "Evil, evil!" Nie Qingru's eyes widened, filled with anger, hatred and unwillingness, and he stretched 

out his hand to try to scratch Qiao Nian. 

 

  But Qiao Nian didn't give her a chance to meet him, and always stood half a step away from her. 

 

  Even if the blood vessels in Nie Qingru's neck burst out, she couldn't catch her. 



 

  Nie Qingru was overly agitated, and his body was already at the end of his strength, so the blood 

flow in his body accelerated, but it only took a few seconds. 

 

  She extended her hand. 

 

   Randomly grabbed two in mid-air. 

 

  Nie Qingru stiffened her neck again, coughed up blood and said a name: "Zhai, Zhai..." 

 

  Shadow desperately called her: "Empress, don't get excited, I'll take you to see a doctor, and I'll take 

you to a hospital." 

 

   But it was too late. 

 

  Nie Qingru finally looked in Qiao Nian's direction full of resentment, her hand waving in the air fell 

heavily on the ground, and swallowed her last breath. 

 

   "Queen!" Shadow yelled in distress. 

 

  The rest of the Hermit family showed regret on their faces, and no one spoke. 

 

  Qiao Nian also saw the person who had passed away. He couldn't express his emotions in his heart. 

He was neither happy nor sad. He just felt that it was over. 

 

  Ying hugged Nie Qingru's body and wailed in pain. 

 

  His whine attracted Chunlei and others to watch. 

 



  When Chunlei and the others found that Nie Qingru had passed away, they all looked at each other 

to see Qiao Nian's reaction, lest Qiao Nian would be sad. 

 

  Girls can feel attention from all directions. 

 

  She stood there for a while, then turned around and prepared to go out. 

 

   Chunlei and the others must follow. 

 

   Qiao Nian was saying: "They won't go too far to find Zhai Xicheng. There should be a plane nearby. 

Once they find it, they will shoot it down." 

 

   "Yes." After Chunlei finished speaking, he put his hand on the girl's shoulder: "Sun, are you okay?" 

 

   Chunlei's voice has not yet finished. 

 

   Behind him came the voice of the old man in green shirt calling for a stop. 

 

   "Qiao Nian, wait." 

 

  The girl stopped impatiently, and saw Mr. Xue running in front of her panting. After standing still, 

she observed her expression. 

 

   Cautiously said: "I told you before..." 

 

  Old Xue witnessed Nie Qingru swallowing her last breath, and also witnessed that Qiao Nian did not 

fulfill her wish just because Nie Qingru was leaving. 

 

  Now, instead of being sure about the girl's mind, she speaks with fear that she didn't realize. 

 



  Qiao Nian raised her eyebrows, flamboyant and sharp. 

 

"What?" 

 

   "It's because we want to leave..." Mr. Xue said in embarrassment as soon as he changed from his 

usual uprightness. 

 

  Qiao Nian showed a clear expression, and under Mr. Xue's expectant eyes, he said normally: "You 

are all here, why don't you be a guest in Continent F?" 

 

   "This, this is unnecessary, right?" 

 

  Old Xue knew in his heart that he was not allowed to leave, and his heart was slightly cold. He 

regretted that this time his ears were soft and he couldn't resist Nie Qingru's persuasion, so he waded 

into the muddy water. 

 

   "Do you think I'm asking for your opinion?" Qiao Nian was definitely not in a good mood, with a 

faint smile on his face, almost no smile at all. 

 

  Mr. Xue was embarrassed for a while, unable to answer. 

 

  Qiao Nian pulled down his peaked cap, revealing those cold eyes.  

 

  Chapter 4634 No one answered the phone 

 

   "Continent F is not a place where you can come and leave whenever you want. Since you came to 

trouble me with her, and there is no reason to cause trouble to me, you pat your **** and leave." 

 

  Qiao Nian asked him casually: "What do you always say?" 

 

  The old man in blue was completely speechless. 



 

  Qiao Nian ignored him, and left here with Chunlei and his party first. 

 

  There are also monkeys here. 

 

  After finishing the work in the square, Guan Yan will come over and take the group of people back 

to the base camp with the monkey. 

 

  … 

 

   Periphery. 

 

  Chunlei looked for an opportunity to walk in front of the girl, and said in a low voice, "Sun, they 

have a plan for a long time ago. If we arrange people to catch it at this time, it may not be in time." 

 

   She wanted to say what she wanted to say in front of Mr. Xue, but it was not convenient for her to 

speak. 

 

  There are only the two of them now, so Chunlei hastened to explain the key points to Qiao Nian. 

 

  She pointed to the direction Zhai Xicheng and the others fled. 

 

   "These people are quite smart. They didn't go to our territory and ran to Stephen's territory." 

 

   Chunlei was afraid that Qiao Nian might not understand the situation in F continent. 

 

He then explained to Qiao Nian: "Stephen has always had a bad relationship with us. Over the past year 

or so, we have a good relationship with the bunker, so they pretended to be obedient. But these sons 

and grandsons don't accept us, and they want to mess with us from time to time. Small actions to add to 

the blockage." 

 



   "Anyway, it's the kind of thing that is not big enough to be disgusting, and they are most willing to 

do it." 

 

  This means that once Zhai Xicheng and the others flee to these people's territory, Stephen and his 

group may not help them arrest them. 

 

  Qiao Nian probably understood her meaning, pulled up the hood of the hoodie and put it on the 

peaked cap. 

 

   "Continent F looks at fists. Whoever has hard fists speaks. It doesn't matter if they don't listen, let 

David talk to them." 

 

   "I'm afraid it will be too late and delay your affairs..." Chunlei said so, with a strong ability to act, 

and immediately said: "I'll contact David." 

 

  Qiao Nian just walked to a black jeep parked on the side of the road, opened the door, sat in the 

driver's seat, and then took out his phone and turned it on. 

 

  She thought she would see Ye Wangchuan's reply. 

 

   Didn't expect to turn on the phone. 

 

  On the screen, except for the text messages from Mr. Ye and Ye Lan asking if she has been there, 

whether she is safe or not. 

 

   There is no movement on WeChat. 

 

  Ye Wangchuan didn't reply to her? 

 

  Qiao Nian pursed her lower lip again, and brought up their chat page. 

 



  The news on the top still stays that she asked him if he got up an hour ago, but Ye Wangchuan 

didn't reply. 

 

  She looked at the time on the upper right again. 

 

   Ten thirty in the morning. 

 

  Ye Wangchuan usually lives a very regular life, and he must get up at half past ten. 

 

   In other words, it is very unlikely that he did not wake up. 

 

  Qiao Nian couldn't think of the reason why he didn't reply the message when he saw the phone, so 

he frowned, turned to the top contact, and made a call. 

 

   "Beep." 

 

  The phone got through but no one answered. 

 

  Qiao Nian waited for more than a dozen rings to pass, then cut off the phone and called again. 

 

   This time it was the same as before. 

 

   We got through at that time. 

 

   But no one answered. 

 

  Qiao Nian's eyes dimmed, and he found Mo Dong's number without saying a word, and dialed it 

directly. 

 

   "Beep." 



 

  It rang seven or eight times this time. 

 

   over there hung up. 

 

  Qiao Nian laughed, not knowing whether he was angry or something, and sent a text message to 

Mo Dong: 【Pick up the phone. 】 

 

   Then after a minute, call him again. 

 

  The phone rang twice this time. 

 

  The other end hastily picked it up. 

 

   "Hello, Miss Joe." 

 

  Mo Dong's voice sounded guilty, but he didn't seem to be going to confess. 

 

   

 

  Chapter 4635 sun went out alone 

 

  Qiao Nian didn't talk nonsense, straight to the point: "You are not in the base camp. Where did he 

go?" 

 

   "Cough." The person on the other end of the phone seemed to be choking on saliva, and after a 

few dry coughs, he lied nervously: "Miss Qiao, who are you talking about?" 

 

  Mo Dong didn't give her a chance to continue speaking, and immediately pretended to be stupid 

and said in a daze: "Ah, you mean Master Wang?" 



 

   "Wang Ye is not here. Isn't he in David's base camp? Why, you can't contact Wang Ye?" 

 

  He was quite good at putting on a show: "Why don't you wait, I'll hang up the phone and ask for 

you." 

 

  Qiao Nian pursed his lips and sat on the driver's seat with his legs bent: "Where are you?" 

 

   "Eh?" Mo Dong didn't dare to answer: "Miss Qiao, aren't you looking for Mr. Wang?" 

 

   Qiao Nian replied lazily: "Well, I won't look for him anymore, I'll look for you." 

 

   "..." Mo Dong wiped the sweat from his forehead and begged for mercy with a half wry smile: "Miss 

Qiao, I really can't say." 

 

   Qiao Nian looked at the straight road in front of him, and didn't make things difficult for him, Qing 

Lingling said: "You belong to him, and if he won't let you say it, you definitely won't say it." 

 

   "But you may not know his physical condition." 

 

   "Miss Qiao." 

 

   "He was injured in China, with extensive soft tissue contusions on his body, and the risk of multiple 

fractures. It is best to rest at home." 

 

   "I don't know where you are, but I can probably guess it. I just want to remind you that he is not 

suitable for doing other things now. The most important thing for him is rest." 

 

  Mo Dong was silent for a few seconds, probably in a battle between heaven and man. 

 



after awhile. 

 

He opened the mouth and said: "Wang Ye is in Stephen's territory, and there is an airport here. He 

guessed that if your side is not going well, those people will pass by here if they want to leave, so he 

brought a few people to wait here. " 

 

  Qiao Nian's eyes narrowed, and she clenched the phone tightly. 

 

   "Send me the exact location!" 

 

"good." 

 

  Mo Dong didn't dare to insist any longer, so he readily agreed. 

 

  Not long after Qiao Nian hung up the phone, Mo Dong's shared location was posted on WeChat. 

 

  Qiao Nian opened the address on WeChat, turned on the satellite navigation, zoomed in on the map 

with two fingers, and found that they were 30 kilometers away from him. 

 

  Qiao Nian threw the phone on the passenger seat, fastened the seat belt, shifted gears with one 

hand, started the car, and was ready to go. 

 

  Chunlei came over after calling, saw that Qiao Nian was leaving, and immediately went over to ask: 

"Sun, are you leaving? Where are you going?" 

 

  Qiao Nian rested one hand on the steering wheel, and rolled down the window halfway to reveal 

that delicate and beautiful oval face. The light shone on her profile, and her skin was white and well-

proportioned. 

 

   "I'm going out for a while." 

 



  Chunlei was stunned, stunned for a moment, recovered, and immediately said: "I'll go with you." 

 

  There was turmoil on the side of the square. 

 

   Take the urine of F continent. 

 

   Some people want to get their minds alive again. 

 

  sun It's not safe to go out alone at this time. 

 

  Unexpectedly, the jeep drove around her to the front, and the girl in the car said to her very calmly: 

"No, I'll find someone." 

 

   Chunlei's hand was still hanging in the air, and he heard the girl say again. 

 

   "Tell David that I will go out for a while. Let him arrange those people. No matter what forces 

contact him, everything will be discussed when I go back." 

 

"good." 

 

   Chunlei just agreed. 

 

  I saw the black jeep tires rolled up the sand and walked away. 

 

  She watched the jeep with only the taillights left, frowned, and hurried to the side to call David. 

 

  The pick-up over there is also fast. 

 

"Hello." 



 

   

 

  Chapter 4636 Get out of the way, I will kill him 

 

  Chunlei said without saying a word: "Boss, Sun left alone without a brother. She said she went to 

find someone. See if Young Master Ye is still in our base camp." 

 

  She doesn't understand the relationship between men and women. 

 

  Love or not doesn't mean much in Continent F. 

 

   People like them, who have had a hard time surviving since childhood, can't understand feelings, 

but Chun Lei has been by Qiao Nian's side for a while. 

 

  She found that Sun is the kind of person who is extremely calm and powerful, and takes everything 

into his own hands. 

 

   There is only one weakness. 

 

   That is, whenever Sun encounters something about Ye Shao, his mood swings are relatively large. 

 

   Chunlei's intuition told her. 

 

  Qiao Nian left a pile of stalls behind and did not deal with them. The person who drove to look for 

them must be Young Master Ye! 

 

   But isn't Young Master Ye in their base camp? 

 

  sun said to find someone, that means Ye Shao is no longer in their base camp. 



 

  Chunlei said again: "The old witch is dead. What she said before she died was quite unpleasant. I, a 

bystander, felt uncomfortable listening to it. Sun must be in a bad mood right now." 

 

   "I believe that Sun's ability will not be in danger, but I am still worried..." 

 

  sun is just a girl who just turned 20. 

 

   Chunlei thinks he has experienced many things, and has seen too much suffering and pain. 

 

  Ordinary people's so-called mourning life is difficult, but in her eyes it is a hypocritical act of 

sneering. 

 

  But today she saw with her own eyes how Nie Qingru treated her own granddaughter differently 

from an outsider who had no blood relationship. 

 

   There is also the scene where Nie Qingru did not forget to kidnap Sun morally before he died, and 

asked Sun to swear a poisonous oath to let Zhai Xicheng and Nie's family go. 

 

  Even a hard-hearted person like her feels sorry for Sun... 

 

  Chunlei pursed his lips: "Anyway, boss, quickly find out if Young Master Ye is with us. If not, where 

did they go?" 

 

"knew." 

 

  David's rough voice came from the phone calling for someone to check it out. 

 

  Chunlei put down his snacks for a while, put away his phone, looked in the direction where the jeep 

was leaving, frowned unconsciously, and raised his heart. 

 



  ** 

 

   At the moment. 

 

the other side. 

 

  A jeep arrived at the airport first. 

 

  As soon as the car stopped, the 1.9 meter tall foreign man in the driver's seat dragged another 

relatively thin man out of the car. 

 

   A punch hit the thin man's side face, causing the man to stagger and fall heavily to the ground. 

 

  The foreign man was still angry, put on rivet gloves for himself, clenched his fists, and was about to 

walk over and arrest the man on the ground and beat him again. 

 

  The man on the ground found him approaching, and didn't bother to wipe the blood from the 

corner of his mouth, trying to hide behind. 

 

   It was at this time. 

 

  Two more people got out of the car, tightly hugging the foreign man who was going to beat him up. 

 

   "Yodema, stop." 

 

   "You hit him with this thing, this kid must die here." 

 

   "The captain asked us to take him away, not to kill him. Calm down!" 

 



   "You tell me to calm down? How can I calm down! You saw that he asked me to leave Ganjiang 

behind. Ganjiang was shot because of him, and he didn't even pull him, so he left Ganjiang and ran 

away!" 

 

  The man who combed his blond curly hair into little tufts with a leather rope had deep blue eyes 

filled with anger, and the flame inside was burning, wishing to burn the culprit to death here. 

 

   "I can't wait to kill him." 

 

   Everyone is from the island. 

 

  Thirty or so of them live together and train together to perform missions. Everyone is better than a 

real brother than a real brother. 

 

   Just half an hour ago. 

 

  He left his brother who was shot and ran away for this man. 

 

  How can he accept this. 

 

   

 

  Chapter 4637 Why are you here? 

 

  In addition to hating himself for being incompetent, he also hated Zhai Xicheng for not grabbing 

Gan Jiang's hand in time to pull him into the car after Gan Jiang blocked the gun for him. 

 

  He saw with his own eyes that Zhai Xicheng was afraid that Sun would fire another shot from 

behind, so he did not hesitate to push Gan Jiang away who was blocking the gun for him. 

 

  Think here. 



 

  Yodema's eyes were filled with anger again, he clenched his back molars, and rushed towards the 

people on the ground again. 

 

   "You fucking!" 

 

"alright." 

 

   "Now is not the time to hit him." 

 

   "Don't be impulsive." 

 

   Fortunately, the two stopped him again and refused to let him pass. 

 

  One of the men with a Chinese-character face sternly stopped and said, "Captain and the others, 

why are they staying there to cover us from leaving?" 

 

   "Do you think he wanted you to bring him out and beat him to death with your own temper?" 

 

  Yodema didn't struggle that hard, as if he had lost all strength, and his whole body showed a painful 

and powerless expression. 

 

  The man with the square face let go of his hand, took a deep breath and said, "We have to complete 

the task." 

 

   "As for him." The man with the square face turned his head and looked at Zhai Xicheng who hadn't 

gotten up on the ground, like looking at a mouse in the gutter, with cold eyes: "Let's complete the task 

first, and then we'll settle the score with him later!" 

 

  The task given to them on the island is to rescue Zhai Xicheng. 

 



  As long as they rescue people, they will complete the task. 

 

   As for whether Zhai Xicheng is dead or alive, the island doesn't care. 

 

   They can slowly settle with this kid for leaving their team hacker behind! 

 

   Under the persuasion of his companions, Yoderma gradually regained his senses, walked over, and 

looked at Zhai Xicheng who was crawling on the ground from above. 

 

   said coldly: "You are lucky!" 

 

   After the initial severe pain, Zhai Xicheng has gradually recovered, slowly raised his head, and saw 

Yoderma and others standing on a high place looking at him. 

 

   He gritted his teeth to resist the pain, raised his head, and remembered the faces of several people 

deeply in his mind. 

 

  Then he was roughly lifted up by the man with the square face. 

 

   "Get on the plane first." 

 

   "!" 

 

  Zhai Xicheng's arm was in severe pain from being pulled hard, but he insisted on not saying a word, 

trying to keep up with the footsteps of the three and walking towards the parked plane not far away. 

 

  … 

 

   Yoderma took him to say hello to a dark and strong man first. 

 



   "Steve." 

 

   "Why are you the only ones here?" The dark and strong man held up his weapon, looked at the 

three of them in surprise, and even glanced at Zhai Xicheng who was weak. 

 

  Punched Zhai Xicheng's chin with a weapon, and asked as if looking at the goods: "Is this the person 

you want to save?" 

 

"Um." 

 

  Yodema is indeed the person in charge of the connection in the Shadow Ten team. He obviously lost 

control of his emotions just now. 

 

   "The captain told us to go first, they will come right away." 

 

  He is very smart. 

 

  Did not dare to tell the real situation on the other side of the square. 

 

  The dark and burly man didn't ask any more questions, he looked at them and arranged to board 

the plane. While still telling them: "Don't worry, I will definitely send you out of Continent F safely." 

 

   Yoderma was still a little worried when he heard this: "In case they catch up..." 

 

   "Hahaha." The dark and strong man smiled immediately, showing a row of big white teeth, and said 

proudly, "You don't know F Chau and David." 

 

  F continent is a place that doesn't follow the rules. 

 

  But David, as one of the big bosses here, is a very reasonable person, and even the people under 

David are very principled in doing things. 



 

   They, the small forces close to the diamond boss's territory, had the best life. 

 

   

 

  Chapter 4638 I learned from the old man at home 

 

  Because their territory is close to David, they are naturally protected by David, and David is not like 

other big forces who will bully them. 

 

  So they live a much more comfortable life than ordinary forces. 

 

  The dark and strong man had the confidence to reassure Yoderma, and he was also sure that even if 

David's men caught up, he would negotiate with them first. 

 

  As long as they negotiate, they can delay the time. 

 

   How fast the plane is now. 

 

  The negotiation time is enough for the plane to take off and leave Continent F. 

 

   At that time, they will not only get rich rewards on the island, but also make connections with 

people on the island... 

 

  The dark and strong man also thought of these benefits, so he agreed to help Ying Shi and the 

others take off from their own territory, relying on David to reason. 

 

"you put…" 

 

  He rest assured that he hasn't finished yet. 



 

  Just hear a 'boom'— 

 

  The jeep that Yoderma and the others drove over was blown up three meters high, and all the 

people guarding the car were affected and flew out. 

 

  The fire burst into the sky. 

 

  The faces of Yoderma and others changed drastically, and they immediately escorted Zhai Xicheng 

to the plane, and said to the dark and strong man, "What's the situation? Didn't you say it's okay?" 

 

   Could it be someone from Sun? 

 

   Yoderma felt something was wrong. 

 

  Even if the other party guessed their evacuation location, they couldn't get here so soon, so they 

couldn't be Qiao Nian's people. 

 

  He's a bit of an underdog. 

 

  'Boom! ' 

 

   Accompanied by the sound of the second explosion. 

 

   Yoderma looked extremely ugly, grabbed the strong man's arm, and demanded in a deep voice: 

"We must send him away today." 

 

  The dark and burly man gritted his teeth and said to him, "Don't worry, you guys get on the plane 

first, and I will cut off the rear for you with my people." 

 



  He looked back at the explosion. 

 

   Said in a firm tone. 

 

   "They made a noise first and no one came out. It should be because they didn't bring many 

people." 

 

  Yodema had no choice but to take Zhai Xicheng first. 

 

  * 

 

   "My Lord, they want to get on the plane." 

 

  Mo Dong quietly went out to send Qiao Nian the location and came back to see the explosion at the 

airport, as well as the man holding a sniper rifle. 

 

   Immediately my scalp felt numb. 

 

  Especially when I saw that there were people around me who were blind, pointing to Ye 

Wangchuan and saying that Yoderma and others were going to run away. 

 

  Mo Dong stepped forward in twos and twos, and hurriedly said: "Master Wang, our people will 

arrive in a few minutes, why don't you wait?" 

 

  The dark fort is a certain distance from David's site, and it takes three hours to drive. 

 

  Although Ye Wangchuan made arrangements in advance and arranged for manpower to come. 

 

   But it takes time after all. 

 



  They brought a few people over first. 

 

  Because if Mo Dong brought too many people into David's territory in the morning, it would 

definitely alarm David, and David would tell Qiao Nian. 

 

   And Miss Qiao knew that they brought people here, so she must know what Wang Ye wanted to 

do. 

 

  With Ms. Qiao's personality, she would never let Wang Ye do it. 

 

   So they didn't bring many people over. 

 

  Mo Dong looked at the unmoved man, then at Steve who had already noticed their existence, and 

said again: "Wang Ye, let's wait a few more minutes, just a few minutes..." 

 

   As soon as the words fell, Ye Wangchuan fired another shot with a sniper rifle. 

 

  Mo Dong saw from a distance that among the three people who were about to run away with Zhai 

Xicheng, one of them was shot and fell down, and Master Wang shot that person precisely in the head. 

 

   Nest grass. 

 

  Although it's not suitable to say this at this time, Mo Dong still couldn't hold back: "My Lord, your 

marksmanship is too accurate, right?" 

 

  Ye Wangchuan lowered his head slightly, and reloaded the gun: "I learned from the old man at 

home." 

 

   

 

  Chapter 4639 Have you made other arrangements? 



 

  Mo Dong saw him calmly and skillfully fired another shot, and shot another person beside Zhai 

Xicheng, who also fell to the ground. 

 

  But with Ye Wangchuan's two shots, their hiding place was also exposed. 

 

   "Over there!" 

 

  The dark-skinned man shouted loudly, beckoning his subordinates to run towards them. 

 

   Mo Dong couldn't calm down when he saw the scene in front of him, so he quickly called other 

people: "Retreat first." 

 

   Then he said to the man next to him again: "Master Wang, get in the car first." 

 

  Ye Wangchuan fired a third shot. 

 

   Hearing the sound of bullets whizzing through the wind, tearing through the air, they shot straight 

in the direction of Zhai Xicheng. 

 

"careful!" 

 

  The foreign man with small braids seemed to have a sense of danger, and immediately threw the 

man who was desperately running towards the plane to the ground, and then he was shot in the left 

shoulder, making a painful moan. 

 

  Zhai Xicheng was thrown down vigorously, and he felt the thick warm blood sticking to himself from 

the blond man's body. 

 

   His veins were throbbing, and under extreme fear, he got up again and ran to the plane. 

 



   "You fucking!" Yoderma gritted his teeth angrily and cursed when he realized that Zhai Xicheng got 

up again and left him behind. 

 

   Then he resisted the sharp pain in his shoulder, and was about to get up, grab Zhai Xicheng first, 

and prevent him from running around and becoming a living target. 

 

  The sniper who shot was by no means an ordinary person. 

 

   The marksmanship is too accurate! 

 

   Zhai Xicheng's running around in the face of snipers of this level is definitely not a smart person's 

approach. 

 

  However, before he had time to use his elbows to support himself to stand up, the fourth shot 

came as promised— 

 

"boom!" 

 

   In the ears of ordinary people. 

 

   It is difficult to hear the sound of a sniper shooting. 

 

  But the sound of this gunshot exploded in Yodermar's eardrums, and his eyes went dark, and he 

saw Zhai Xicheng who ran in front of him and fell to the ground. 

 

   "MD!" 

 

  Yodema slammed into the ground, ignoring the pain in his body, quickly got up, grabbed the gap 

between the opponent's bullets, and dragged him into the cabin. 

 

   Then he sternly said to the staff in the cabin: "Take off! Tell the captain to take off immediately!" 



 

   "Ah." The people in the cabin were also stunned when they saw the two people who seemed to 

crawl out of the blood. 

 

  But they were from Continent F at any rate. After a brief mess, they immediately went to notify the 

captain to take off. 

 

  The captain had already received an order to obey the command of Yoderma and others. 

 

  So he immediately pushed the valve forward, and the medium-sized aircraft began to accelerate 

and taxi on the runway. 

 

  * 

 

   "Damn." Mo Dong just covered Ye Wangchuan getting into the car, when he saw the plane on the 

runway ready to take off, his expression was anxious: "Master Wang, they are about to run away." 

 

  Ye Fanchuan threw the sniper rifle in the back row after getting in the car, and at the same time saw 

the plane taking off on the runway, the wind outside the car window was blowing on his face. 

 

  Ye Wangchuan's eyebrows and eyes were sharp like a sharp sword, stained with decisive willful 

killing, and put his hands out of the window. 

 

   "They can't get away." 

 

  Mo Dong turned his head to look at him, subconsciously startled: "Did you make other 

arrangements?" 

 

  Ye Wangchuan was noncommittal, and said to him: "I remember you have a bazooka in your car?" 

 



   Mo Dong's scalp felt numb all of a sudden, he turned the reverse wheel hard to get rid of the 

person chasing the car behind him, the hairs on his back stood up, and he said, "No, no, that backseat 

impact is too strong." 

 

   "Find a place to park for me." Ye Wangchuan was arrogant and reckless, never giving him a chance 

to refuse. 

 

   

 

  Chapter 4640 What did you and the Queen provoke her for? 

 

   "But..." Mo Dong looked like he was about to cry but had no tears. 

 

  Miss Qiao specifically told him on the phone that Master Wang still had injuries on his body, and he 

turned around to play bazooka for Master Wang, which let Miss Qiao know that he had to be chopped 

up. 

 

  But the pressure on Ye Wangchuan was so strong that Mo Dong couldn't breathe, and he could only 

hold it for three seconds under the high pressure even though he tried his best to resist. 

 

   Three seconds later. 

 

  Mo Dong himself was discouraged. 

 

   Parked the car on a roadside, went to the trunk to find the bazooka, and handed it to the man who 

got out of the car. 

 

   Then he hesitated to speak and watched the man skillfully assemble it. 

 

   "My Lord, your body..." 

 



  Mo Dong really didn't want to bring it up, but seeing the man stop Zhai Xicheng and the others 

regardless of his own body, he was extremely tormented. 

 

  He hesitated and said: "Miss Qiao said, said, said that you...have been injured and haven't 

recovered yet." 

 

   "Huh?" Ye Fanchuan's slender hand was filled with ammunition, his jaw line was sharp, the hunting 

wind rolled up his clothes, and the mermaid line on his waist and abdomen was faintly visible. 

 

  Mo Dong couldn't see that he looked like a patient who hadn't recovered from his injuries, so he 

swallowed back the words full of stomach. 

 

  At this time, Ye Fanchuan had already assembled the rocket gun, put it on his shoulder, squinted his 

eyes and aimed at the half-taken-off plane. 

 

  Mo Dong followed his movements and looked over, feeling nervous. 

 

   "Delusion..." 

 

  He hasn't finished yet. 

 

  Ye Fanchuan calmly and calmly launched the rocket. 

 

  Just listen to ‘Boom—’ 

 

   After a loud noise. 

 

  The plane's rear gear was hit, and sparks flew from the tail. 

 

  Mo Dong heard exclamations and noisy sounds from all over the airport. 



 

   "Fuck, the plane was shot!" 

 

   "Run." 

 

   "They have bazookas." 

 

"Depend on!" 

 

   In the sky full of smoke and dust. 

 

  The plane that had taken off half way wobbled for a long time, but finally failed to take off 

successfully, unwillingly, the raised half head landed on the runway. 

 

  The tail of the aircraft spontaneously ignited. 

 

  The people inside ran out one by one, fearing that the plane would explode if they stayed for half a 

second longer, and they would never come out again. 

 

  The cabin is filled with choking smoke. 

 

  Yodema was hit on the forehead by the shock wave of the shot just now. At this moment, his 

eyelids were covered with thick bruises, and only red was left blurred in front of his eyes. 

 

  He stood up on the back of the chair next to the owner, spat out a mouthful of blood, and couldn't 

help breaking down and said sharply: "Who the **** are you offending? Labor and capital can be shot 

down even if they get on the plane!" 

 

   Their captain and so many others are missing. 

 



   Just now, two companions were sniped and fell under his nose. 

 

  Yodema lived on the island all year round, and occasionally went out with Yingshi on missions, and 

they were the gang who crushed the outsiders. 

 

  He has long been used to treating people outside the island as ants, and he has never looked 

inside... 

 

   As a result, they hit a wall everywhere this time and didn't say anything. 

 

   They were also shot down from high places by people they regarded as ants. 

 

  Yodema really couldn't accept it. His three views and cognition were so strongly impacted that he 

broke down emotionally. 

 

  He picked up Zhai Xicheng, who was also hit on the head by the impact, his face was distorted: 

"What are you and Lao, the queen of the hermit family, what are you doing to provoke her?" 

 

   "You don't want to live yourself, and you bring my brother..." 

 

   "Cough." 

 

   Zhai Xicheng hit his head and was pulled up and shaken, his collar was gathered, and he almost 

couldn't breathe. 

 

  He coughed, blood came out of his mouth and nose, and his face was extremely miserable. 

 

   Yoderma looked at him as if he was dying, and thought that Ying Shi and the hacker had paid such a 

high price to bring him out. 


